Kohei Nawa Sandwich Creative Platform Contemporary
kohei nawa - amazon web services - kohei nawa kohei nawa (b. 1975, osaka) lives and works in kyoto,
japan. after a semester abroad at the royal college of art, london, he received a phd in fine art sculpture from
the kyoto city university of arts (2003). in 2009, he founded the creative platform sandwich in kyoto, thereafter
serving as its director. australian exclusive damien jalet & kohei nawa vessel - in fine art/sculpture in
2003. in 2011, his solo exhibition kohei nawa - synthesis took place at the museum of contemporary art tokyo.
he is the director of sandwich, a creative platform that he established in kyoto in 2009 for multidisciplinary
creative work involving architects, photographers, designers and other creators as well as artists. nawa cv en
- +81 gallery - 2012 “kohei nawa ¦ sandwich”, hankyu umeda gallery, osaka / japan “kohei nawa – trans”,
arario gallery, cheonan and seoul / korea 2011 “grid_synthesis”, b gallery, tokyo / japan “kohei nawa synthesis”, museum of contemporary art tokyo, tokyo / japan 2010 “synthesis”, scai the bathhouse, tokyo /
japan kohei nawa selected one-artist exhibitions dates - kohei nawa selected one-artist exhibitions dates
born 1975, osaka, japan lives and works in kyoto 2009–present, directed “sandwich”, a creative platform for
production education 1998, b.a. kyoto city university of arts, fine art sculpture 2003, ph.d. kyoto city university
of arts, fine art sculpture 2018 [june [june 19 119919th tthh th tue ttuueetue 2012 artinfo ... - admired
nawa’s “scum” sculptures in spray foam, the sandwich team set about creating caps that resembled deflating
clouds or marie antoinette wigs sculpted in soft-serve ice cream. “her requirements completely respected the
artist’s inspiration,” nawa notes. kohei nawa appointed for program artist, major programs ... - arts in
2003. launched the "sandwich" platform for production in fushimi-ku, kyoto. held the kohei nawa synthesis
exhibition at the museum of contemporary art tokyo in 2011 and the force exhibition at scai the bathhouse
and pace london in 2015. focusing on the unique concept of "pixcell" combining smart cities - part 1 newlondonarchitecture - kohei nawa, within sandwich in 2013 and built the award winning kohtei in
fukuyama city in 2017. he is currently based in zürich, switzerland, and holds projects in kyoto, tokyo and
madrid. yuichi is also a visiting assistant professor at singapore university of technology and design.
@kohei_nawa jr artist jr is known for pasting giant tomoko takagi · takuya yamashita: someone else’s
sensibility - creative gallery @ knowledge salon vol2, knowledge salon, osaka 2014 kyoto city university of
arts annual exhibition 2013, kyoto municipal museum of art, kyoto ... [sandwich by kohei nawa], 3331 arts
chiyoda, tokyo kohei nawa – trans|sandwich, gallery hankyu umeda, osaka
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